THE LINE IS A LOS ANGELES HOTEL WITH ONE-OF-A-KIND INDOOR AND OUTDOOR EVENT SPACES, AN OUTDOOR POOL, THREE RESTAURANTS, TWO BARS, A SPEAKEASY AND FLOOR-TO-CEILING VIEWS FROM EVERY GUESTROOM.
CEREMONY
Host your ceremony in our newest space, The COURT. A backdrop featuring the Rose Window at Oasis, said to be a replica of a window in the Rheims Cathedral in France, iconic palm trees of Los Angeles, and the modernist concrete Equitable Life skyscraper, this outdoor space accommodates up to 300 guests. For indoor events of the same size, The Ballroom is an alternative with modern design and flexibility.
FOOD + DRINK & POST WEDDING BRUNCH
A communal-style wedding concept inspired by the experience in our celebrated greenhouse restaurant, Commissary. This reflects the spirit of family dining in the style of The LINE Hotel.
COCKTAIL RECEPTION
Bonnie Brae Terrace and Gramercy Garden are outdoor spaces surrounding the Foyer featuring a wraparound patio with fire pit, natural wood table and the quintessential city backdrop.
...IT’S IN KOREATOWN, AND IT’S AS AUTHENTICALLY L.A. AS YOU CAN GET. –CONDE NAST TRAVELER

WELCOME DRINKS + 80S STYLE AFTERPARTY
KTown natives, Mark and Jonnie Houston have created a time warp that takes guests back a few decades. Expect live performances, guest djs, karaoke suites, a dance floor, and break room-style cocktails.
OR THE SPEEK
Celebrate with guests in The Speek, a private Mid Century suite imagined by the Houston Brothers. Complete with your own bar and Karaoke system, the suite accommodates up to 30 guests.
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